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(54) CONTROL DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC-POWERED VEHICLE

(57) The present invention ensures the required en-
gagement capacity precision of a frictional engagement
element by appropriately switching a torque sharing rate
during a shift transition period.

Provided is a control device for an FR hybrid vehicle
equipped with a motor/generator (MG), an automatic
transmission (AT), an AT controller (7), a second clutch
(CL2), a control unit (71) for switching the CL2 torque
sharing rate, a torque/oil pressure command converter
(72), and an oil pressure/electric current command con-
verter (73). The second clutch (CL2) is disposed in a
power transmission path from the motor/generator (MG)
to the left and right rear wheels (RL, RR). The control
unit (71) for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate delays
switching the torque sharing rate of the second clutch
(CL2) during a shift transition period until the start of the
shifting procedure, and continuously switches the current
gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in
accordance with the degree of the shifting procedure
when the shifting procedure starts.
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Description

Technological Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric vehicle control device, wherein a motor and an automatic transmission
are mounted in a drive system and a power transmission path to the driving wheels is provided with a frictional engagement
element.

Prior Art Documents

[0002] In an electric vehicle in which a motor and an automatic transmission are mounted in a drive system and a
power transmission path to the driving wheels is provided with a second clutch, that which switches the torque sharing
rate of the second clutch during a shift transition period at the time of a gear shift start and a gear shift end is known
(refer to Patent Document 1). The torque sharing rate is a sharing rate of transmission torque allocated to the second
clutch according to the engagement

Prior Art Documents

Patent Documents

[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Laid Open Patent Application No. 2012-87920

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0004] However, in the prior art described above, the torque sharing rate of the second clutch during a shift transition
period is switched using the start and the gear shift end as triggers. Consequently, in a situation in which precision in
the engagement capacity of the second clutch during a shift transition period is required, there is the problem that the
torque sharing rate will be smaller than intended, or become larger than the intended torque sharing rate.
[0005] For example, in the case of becoming smaller than the intended torque sharing rate, there are cases in which
the second clutch slips during a shift transition period, and a change in the rotational speed due to the slip of the second
clutch is assumed to be a change in the gear ratio, resulting in an erroneous determination of the gear shift inertia phase.
When becoming larger than the intended torque sharing rate, the second clutch does not slip easily, and when an engine
start request intervenes during a shift transition period, the slip-in time, from the engine start request to when the second
clutch starts to slip, becomes long.
[0006] In view of the problems described above, an object of the present invention is to provide an electric vehicle
control device that ensures the required engagement capacity precision of a frictional engagement element by appro-
priately switching a torque sharing rate during a shift transition period.

Means Used to Solve the Problems

[0007] In order to achieve the object above, the electric vehicle control device of the present invention comprises a
motor provided as a drive source, an automatic transmission, a shift control means, a frictional engagement element, a
control means for switching the torque sharing rate, and an engagement capacity control means.
[0008] The automatic transmission is disposed between the motor and the driving wheel and comprises a plurality of
shifting elements for switching a plurality of gear stages.
[0009] The shift control means sets the shifting element that is engaged during a gear shift by the automatic transmission
as the engagement element, and sets the shifting element that is released as the release element, to execute the gear shift.
[0010] The frictional engagement element is disposed in a power transmission path between the motor and the driving
wheels, and is engaged or slip-engaged as an element other than a shifting element that is involved in the gear shift of
the automatic transmission.
[0011] The control means for switching the torque sharing rate delays switching the torque sharing rate, which is a
sharing rate of transmission torque allocated to the frictional engagement element according to the engagement capacity,
during a shift transition period from a start of the gear shift to an end of the gear shift, until the start of the shifting
procedure, and continuously switches the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance
with the degree of the shifting procedure when the shifting procedure starts.
[0012] The engagement capacity control means controls the engagement capacity of the frictional engagement element
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during the shift transition period, in accordance with the switched torque sharing rate.

Effect of the Invention

[0013] Therefore, the switching of the torque sharing rate of the frictional engagement element is delayed during a
shift transition period from the start of the gear shift to the end of the gear shift until the start of the shifting procedure,
and the current gear sharing rate is continuously switched to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with the
degree of the shifting procedure when the shifting procedure starts. Then, the engagement capacity of the frictional
engagement element during a shift transition period is controlled in accordance with the switched torque sharing rate.
[0014] That is, when switching the torque sharing rate from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing
rate that is lower than the current gear sharing rate, if switched to the subsequent gear sharing rate at the gear shift start
timing, the sharing rate will become lower than the target torque sharing rate in the gear shift start area. In contrast,
even if shifting is started, by maintaining the current gear sharing rate until the shifting procedure starts, the torque
sharing rate will not decrease in the gear shift start area; as a result, slipping of the frictional engagement element is
prevented.
[0015] On the other hand, when switching from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate that
is higher than the current gear sharing rate, if switched to the subsequent gear sharing rate at the gear shift start timing,
the sharing rate will become higher than the target torque sharing rate in the gear shift start area. In contrast, even if
shifting is started, by maintaining the current gear sharing rate until the shifting procedure starts, the torque sharing rate
will not increase in the gear shift start area; as a result, the slip-in time of the frictional engagement element is decreased.
[0016] In this manner, the required engagement capacity precision of a frictional engagement element can be ensured
by appropriately switching the torque sharing rate during a shift transition period.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017]

[FIG. 1] Overall system view illustrating a rear-wheel-drive FR hybrid vehicle (one example of an electric vehicle)
to which is applied the control device of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 2] View illustrating one example of an EV-HEV selection map that is set in the mode selection unit of the
integrated controller of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 3] Skeleton view illustrating one example of an automatic transmission comprising a shifting element which
becomes the transmission control target and a second clutch which becomes the engagement capacity control
target, in the control device of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 4] Engagement operation table illustrating the engagement state of each frictional engagement element in
each gear stage of the automatic transmission of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 5] View illustrating one example of a shifting map of the automatic transmission set in the AT controller in the
first embodiment.
[FIG. 6] Control block diagram illustrating the configurations of a control unit for switching the CL2 torque sharing
rate and a CL2 engagement capacity control unit provided to the AT controller in the first embodiment.
[FIG. 7] Flowchart illustrating the flow of a process to control the switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate that is
executed at the time of EV shifting in the control unit for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate provided to the AT
controller of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 8] Relational characteristic view illustrating the relationship between a shifting flag G, the engagement capacity
(engagement CL capacity), and the torque sharing rate during a shift transition period in the process to control the
switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 9] Relational characteristic view illustrating the relationship between (engagement CL capacity / input torque)
which represents the degree of the shifting procedure and the CL2 torque sharing rate during a shift transition period
in the process to control the switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate of the first embodiment.
[FIG. 10] Time chart illustrating the respective characteristics of the gear position, gear ratio, CL2 torque sharing
rate, CL2 torque command, CL2 hydraulic pressure command, and shifting pressure command (engagement pres-
sure command, release pressure command), when switching the CL2 torque sharing rate from the current gear
sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate that is lower than the current gear sharing rate during a shift transition
period in a comparative example.
[FIG. 11] Time chart illustrating the respective characteristics of the gear position, gear ratio, CL2 torque sharing
rate, CL2 torque command, CL2 hydraulic pressure command, shifting pressure command (engagement pressure
command, release pressure command), input torque, and shift clutch engagement capacity when switching the CL2
torque sharing rate from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate that is lower than the current
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gear sharing rate during a shift transition period in the first embodiment.
[FIG. 12] A time chart illustrating the respective characteristics of the gear position, gear ratio, CL2 torque sharing
rate, CL2 torque command, CL2 hydraulic pressure command, and shifting pressure command (engagement pres-
sure command, release pressure command), when switching the CL2 torque sharing rate from the current gear
sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate that is higher than the current gear sharing rate during a shift transition
period in a comparative example.
[FIG. 13] Time chart illustrating the respective characteristics of the CL2 hydraulic pressure command, motor torque,
and the vehicle longitudinal acceleration, when there is an engine start request during a shift transition period in a
comparative example.
[FIG. 14] Time chart illustrating the respective characteristics of the gear position, gear ratio, CL2 torque sharing
rate, CL2 torque command, CL2 hydraulic pressure command, shifting pressure command (engagement pressure
command, release pressure command), input torque, and shift clutch engagement capacity when switching the CL2
torque sharing rate from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate that is higher than the
current gear sharing rate during a shift transition period in the first embodiment.

Preferred Embodiments of the Invention

[0018] A preferred embodiment for realizing the electric vehicle control device of the present invention is explained
below based on the first embodiment illustrated in the drawings.

First Embodiment

[0019] The configuration is described first.
[0020] The "overall system configuration," the "schematic configuration of the automatic transmission," the "configu-
ration of the CL2 engagement capacity control," and the "configuration of the control for switching the CL2 torque sharing
rate," will be separately described regarding the configuration of the electric vehicle control device in the first embodiment.

[Overall system configuration]

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates a rear-wheel-drive FR hybrid vehicle to which is applied the electric vehicle control device of
the first embodiment; FIG. 2 illustrates one example of an EV-HEV selection map that is set in a mode selection unit of
an integrated controller 10. The overall system configuration will be described below based on FIG. 1 and FIG. 2.
[0022] The drive system of an FR hybrid vehicle comprises an engine Eng, a first clutch CL1, a motor/generator MG
(motor), a second clutch CL2 (frictional engagement element), an automatic transmission AT, a transmission input shaft
1N, a propeller shaft PS, a differential DF, a left drive shaft DSL, a right drive shaft DSR, a left rear wheel RL (driving
wheel), and a right rear wheel RR (driving wheel), as illustrated in FIG. 1. M-O/P is a mechanical oil pump, S-O/P is an
electric oil pump, FL is a left front wheel, FR is a right front wheel, and FW is a flywheel.
[0023] The first clutch CL1 is an engagement element provided between the engine Eng and the motor/generator MG,
which is a so-called normally closed type clutch that is put in an engaged state by a biasing force of a diaphragm spring,
and etc., when CL1 hydraulic pressure is not applied, and that is released by applying CL1 hydraulic pressure that
counteracts this biasing force.
[0024] The automatic transmission AT is a stepped transmission in which the gear stages of forward seven gears /
reverse one gear are automatically switched in accordance with the vehicle speed, accelerator opening, or the like. A
frictional engagement element (clutch or brake) for shifting the automatic transmission AT is used as the second clutch
CL2 that is disposed in a power transmission path from the motor/generator MG to the left and right rear wheels RL,
RR, rather than that which is newly added as a dedicated clutch that is independent of the automatic transmission AT.
That is, of the plurality of frictional engagement elements that are engaged at each gear stage of the automatic trans-
mission AT, the frictional engagement element that is selected as an element that conforms to the engagement conditions,
and etc., is configured to be the second clutch CL2. The first clutch hydraulic unit 6 and the second clutch hydraulic unit
8 are incorporated in an AT hydraulic control valve unit CVU that is provided to the automatic transmission AT.
[0025] This FR hybrid vehicle comprises an electric vehicle mode (hereinafter referred to as "EV mode"), a hybrid
vehicle mode (hereinafter referred to as "HEV mode"), and a drive torque control mode (hereinafter referred to as "WSC
mode"), as modes according to differences in the driving mode.
[0026] The "EV mode" is a mode in which the first clutch CL1 is released and in which the motor/generator MG is the
only drive source, comprising a motor drive mode (motor powering) and a generator generation mode (generator regen-
eration). This "EV mode" is selected when, for example, the required driving force is low and a battery SOC is secured.
[0027] The "HEV mode" is a mode in which the first clutch CL1 is put in an engaged state and in which the engine
Eng and the motor/generator MG are configured as the drive source, comprising a motor assist mode (motor powering),
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an engine generation mode (generator regeneration), and a regenerative deceleration generation mode (generator
regeneration). This "HEV mode" is selected when, for example, the required driving force is high, or when a battery SOC
is lacking.
[0028] The "WSC mode" is a mode in which the driving mode is the "HEV mode," but the torque transmission capacity
of the second clutch CL2 is controlled while maintaining the second clutch CL2 in a slip-engaged state, by controlling
the rotational speed of the motor/generator MG. The torque transmission capacity of the second clutch CL2 is controlled
so that the driving force that is transmitted via the second clutch CL2 will be the required driving force that is represented
by the accelerator-operation amount of the driver. This "WSC mode" is selected when the engine rotational speed is in
a region that falls below the idling rotational speed, as when starting when the "HEV mode" is selected.
[0029] The control system of the FR hybrid vehicle is configured to comprise an engine controller 1, a motor controller
2, an inverter 3, a battery 4, a first clutch controller 5, a first clutch hydraulic unit 6, an AT controller 7, a second clutch
hydraulic unit 8, a brake controller 9, and an integrated controller 10, as illustrated in FIG. 1.
[0030] Each of the controllers 1, 2, 5, 7, and 9 described above and the integrated controller 10 are connected via a
CAN communication line 11 that allows information exchange with each other. 12 is an engine rotational speed sensor,
13 is a resolver, 15 is a first clutch stroke sensor that detects the stroke position of a piston 14a of a hydraulic actuator
14, 19 is a wheel speed sensor, and 20 is a brake stroke sensor.
[0031] The AT controller 7 inputs information from the acceleration opening amount sensor 16, the vehicle speed
sensor 17, an inhibitor switch 18 that detects the selected range position (N range, D range, R range, P range, etc.),
and the like. Then, when traveling while selecting the D range, the optimum gear stage is searched from the positions
in which the operating point determined from the accelerator position opening amount APO and the vehicle speed VSP
exists on the shifting map (refer to FIG. 5), and a control command for obtaining the searched gear stage is output to
the AT hydraulic control valve unit CVU. In addition to this shift control, control of full engagement (HEV mode) / slip-
engagement (engine start) / release (EV mode) of the first clutch CL1 is executed, based on a command from the
integrated controller 10. Also, the control of full engagement (HEV mode) / m slip-engagement (EV mode) / rotational
difference absorption slip-engagement (WSC mode) / variable torque blocking slip-engagement (engine start / stop
mode) of the second clutch CL2 is executed.
[0032] The integrated controller 10 manages the energy consumption of the entire vehicle and assumes the function
of running the vehicle at maximum efficiency; necessary information from the motor rotational speed sensor 21 that
detects the motor rotational speed Nm and from other sensor switches 22 as well as information via the CAN commu-
nication line 11 are input thereto. This integrated controller 10 comprises a mode selection unit that selects a mode
searched from the positions in which the operating point determined from the accelerator position opening amount APO
and the vehicle speed VSP exists on an EV-HEV selection map illustrated in FIG. 2 as the target mode. Then, the
integrated controller performs an engine start control when switching the mode from the "EV mode" to the "HEV mode."
Additionally, the integrated controller performs an engine stop control when switching the mode from the "HEV mode"
to the "EV mode."

[Schematic configuration of the automatic transmission]

[0033] FIG. 3 illustrates a skeleton view of one example of the automatic transmission AT in the first embodiment;
FIG. 4 illustrates the engagement state of each frictional engagement element in each gear stage of the automatic
transmission AT; and FIG. 5 illustrates one example of a shifting map of the automatic transmission AT that is set in the
AT controller 7. The schematic configuration of the automatic transmission AT will be described below based on FIG. 3
to FIG. 5.
[0034] The automatic transmission AT is a forward seven gears / reverse one gear stepped automatic transmission;
the driving force from at least one of the engine Eng and the motor/generator MG is input from a transmission input shaft
Input; and the rotational speed is changed by a shift gear mechanism comprising four planetary gears and seven frictional
engagement elements and outputted from the transmission output shaft Output, as illustrated in FIG. 3
[0035] Regarding the shift gear mechanism described above, a first planetary gear set GS1 configured from a first
planetary gear G1 and a second planetary gear G2, and a second planetary gear set GS2 configured from a third
planetary gear G3 and a fourth planetary gear G4, are arranged coaxially in that order. Additionally, a first clutch C1, a
second clutch C2, a third clutch C3, a first brake B1, a second brake B2, a third brake B3, and a fourth brake B4 are
arranged as hydraulically actuated frictional engagement elements. Also, a first one way clutch F1 and a second one
way clutch F2 are arranged as mechanically actuated engagement elements.
[0036] The first planetary gear G1, second planetary gear G2, third planetary gear G3, and fourth planetary gear G4
are single-pinion type planetary gears, comprising sun gears (S1-S4), ring gears (R1-R4), and carriers (PC1-PC4) that
support pinions (P1-P4) that engage with both gears (S1-S4), (R1-R4).
[0037] The transmission input shaft Input is coupled to the second ring gear R2, and the rotational driving force from
at least one of the engine Eng and the motor/generator MG is input thereto. The transmission output shaft Output is
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coupled to the third carrier PC3 and transmits the output rotational driving force to the driving wheels (left and right rear
wheels RL, RR) via a final gear or the like.
[0038] The first ring gear R1, the second carrier PC2, and the fourth ring gear R4 are integrally coupled by a first
coupling member M1. The third ring gear R3 and the fourth carrier PC4 are integrally coupled by a second coupling
member M2. The first sun gear S1 and the second sun gear S2 are integrally coupled by a third coupling member M3.
[0039] FIG. 4 is an engagement operation table; in FIG. 4, the s mark indicates that the frictional engagement element
is hydraulically engaged in a driving state, the (s) mark indicates that the frictional engagement element is hydraulically
engaged in a coasting state (one-way clutch actuation in a driving state), and no marks indicates that the frictional
engagement element is in a released state. Additionally, the frictional engagement element in an engaged state indicated
by hatching indicates an element that is used as the second clutch CL2 in each gear stage.
[0040] Regarding shifting to an adjacent gear stage, gear stages of the forward seven gears and reverse one gear
can be realized by a substitution gear change, in which, of the frictional engagement elements described above, one
engaged frictional engagement element is released and one released frictional engagement element is engaged, as
illustrated in FIG. 4. Furthermore, when the gear stage is in the first gear stage and the second gear stage, the second
brake B2 shall be the second clutch CL2. When the gear stage is in the third gear stage, the second clutch C2 shall be
the second clutch CL2. When the gear stage is in the fourth gear stage and the fifth gear stage, the third clutch C3 shall
be the second clutch CL2. When the gear stage is in the sixth gear stage and the seventh gear stage, the first clutch
C1 shall be the second clutch CL2. When the gear stage is in the reverse stage, the fourth brake B4 shall be the second
clutch CL2.
[0041] FIG. 5 is a shifting map; when the operating point on the map specified by the vehicle speed VSP and the
accelerator position opening amount APO crosses an upshift line, an upshift command is outputted. For example, when
the gear stage is in the first stage and the operating point (VSP, APO) crosses the 1 -> 2 upshift line due to a rise in the
vehicle speed VSP, a 1 -> 2 upshift command is outputted. FIG. 5 describes only an upshift line, but, of course, a down
shift line is also set with a hysteresis with respect to the upshift line.

[Configuration of the CL2 engagement capacity control]

[0042] FIG. 6 illustrates the configurations of a control unit for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate and a CL2
engagement capacity control unit provided to the AT controller 7 in the first embodiment. The configuration of the CL2
engagement capacity control will be described below based on FIG. 6.
[0043] The AT controller 7 comprises a control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate (control means for
switching the torque sharing rate), a torque/oil pressure command converter 72, and an oil pressure/electric current
command converter 73, as illustrated in FIG. 6
[0044] The control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate delays switching the CL2 torque sharing rate,
which is a sharing rate of the transmission torque allocated to the engagement capacity of the second clutch CL2, during
a shift transition period from the start to the end of EV shifting, until the start of the shifting procedure, and continuously
switches the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with the degree of the shifting
procedure when the shifting procedure starts. Information such as the shifting flag, the input torque, the AT input rotational
speed, and the AT output rotational speed, is input into this control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate,
and the calculated CL2 torque sharing rate is outputted to the torque/oil pressure command converter 72.
[0045] After the CL2 torque command (TTCL2) and the CL2 torque sharing rate from the control unit 71 for switching
the CL2 torque sharing rate are input, the torque/oil pressure command converter 72 calculates a hydraulic pressure
command according to the following Formula (1), based on these pieces of information. 

[0046] Here, the torque conversion coefficient is the value {m x mean diameter x number (n) x piston area (A)}, where
the clutch torque of the second clutch CL2 is given by the formula: m x mean diameter x number (n) x hydraulic pressure
(P) x piston area (A)-return spring force (Fs).
[0047] The return pressure is the hydraulic pressure that counteracts the return spring force (Fs).
[0048] The oil pressure/electric current command converter 73 converts the hydraulic pressure command from the
torque/oil pressure command converter 72 to an electric current command using a hydraulic pressure-current map or
the like. The torque/oil pressure command converter 72 and the oil pressure/electric current command converter 73
correspond to the engagement capacity control means that controls the engagement capacity of the second clutch CL2
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during a shift transition period in accordance with the switched CL2 torque sharing rate.
[0049] The electric current command from the oil pressure/electric current command converter 73 is outputted to a
current control unit 81 of the second clutch hydraulic unit 8, converted to an actual current in the current control unit 81
by feedback control, and applied to the hydraulic actuator of the second clutch CL2. The actual hydraulic pressure is
inferred from the electric current/oil pressure characteristics of the hydraulic actuator of the second clutch CL2, and the
drive shaft torque (D/S torque) converted to the input is inferred from the hydraulic pressure-torque characteristics of
the second clutch CL2.
[0050] [Configuration of the control for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate]
[0051] FIG. 7 illustrates the flow of a process to control the switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate that is executed
in the control unit for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate provided to the AT controller 7 of the first embodiment; FIG.
8 illustrates the relationship between the shifting flag, the engagement CL capacity, and the CL2 torque sharing rate;
and FIG. 9 illustrates the relationship between the engagement CL capacity / input torque and the CL2 torque sharing
rate. The configuration of the control for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate will be described below based on FIG. 7
to FIG. 9. The flowchart illustrated in FIG. 7 is started with a starting of the EV shifting by a gear change request while
in the EV mode as the trigger.
[0052] In step S1, following a starting of the EV shifting, or, a determination in step S8 that EV shifting is taking place
and that an engine start request is absent, whether or not the engagement element (engagement CL) in the EV shifting
pattern at that time is a one-way clutch (OWC), is determined. In the case of YES (the engagement CL is an OWC), the
process proceeds to step S22, and in the case of NO (the engagement CL is not an OWC), the process proceeds to step S3.
[0053] Here, "the engagement CL is an OWC" means, for example in the case of the automatic transmission AT of
the first embodiment, a 2 -> 1 down shift pattern in which the first one way clutch F1 is the engagement element.
[0054] In step S2, following a determination in step S1 that the engagement CL is a OWC, the CL2 torque sharing
rate (sharing rate) is set by the following calculation formula, then the process proceeds to step S8. 

Gain = (gear ratio-α)(β-α)
α: sharing rate switching start value
β: sharing rate switching end value
α and β are set for each gear shift type
[0055] The gear ratio here represents the degree of the shifting procedure when the engagement CL is a one-way
clutch (OWC), and is obtained by calculation from the ratio of the transmission input rotation speed and the transmission
output rotation speed.
[0056] In step S3, following a determination in step S1 that the engagement CL is not an OWC, whether or not the
engagement element (engagement CL), in a gear shift pattern in which EV shifting has been started, is performing
preprocessing, is determined. In the case of YES (engagement CL is performing preprocessing), the process proceeds
to step S4, and in the case of NO (engagement CL is not performing preprocessing), the process proceeds to step S5.
Here, "engagement CL is performing preprocessing" means that the engagement CL is executing a pre-charge process
for reducing a plate gap that a multi-plate clutch or a multi-plate brake has when in a released state, so-called play
reduction. This pre-charge process is executed by applying hydraulic pressure to the engagement CL in a stepwise
manner, as illustrated in the engagement CL capacity characteristics in FIG. 8, and the engagement CL is determined
to be performing preprocessing from a time t1 when a gear shift start flag is set to a time t2 when a preprocessing end
flag is set.
[0057] In step S4, following a determination in step S3 that the engagement CL is performing preprocessing, the CL2
torque sharing rate (sharing rate) is set by the following calculation formula, then the process proceeds to step S8. 

Gain = (engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end / input torque-α)(β-α)
α: sharing rate switching start value
β: sharing rate switching end value
α and P are set for each gear shift type
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[0058] Here, gain is set to = 0 when the engagement CL is performing preprocessing, so the CL2 torque sharing rate
is given by the constant value = current gear sharing rate.
[0059] In step S5, following a determination in step S3 that the engagement CL is not performing preprocessing,
whether or not there are several engagements CL (engagement elements that are involved in gear shifting is determined.
In the case of YES (there are several engagement CL), the process proceeds to step S6, and in the case of NO (there
is one engagement CL), the process proceeds to step S7.
[0060] Here, "there is are several engagement CL" means a skip shift pattern such as 3 -> 5 upshifting in which the
first clutch Cl and the third clutch C3 are the engagement elements, or 5 -> 3 down shifting in which the second brake
B2 and the third brake B3 are the engagement elements, when providing the automatic transmission AT of the first
embodiment and a second clutch CL2 that is independent of the automatic transmission AT. Also, "there is one engage-
ment CL" means a substitution gear change pattern such as upshifting to an adjacent gear stage -> down shifting, in
the automatic transmission AT of the first embodiment.
[0061] In step S6, following a determination in step S5 that there are several engagement CL, the CL2 torque sharing
rate (sharing rate) is set by the following calculation formula, then the process proceeds to step S8. 

Gain = (engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end / input torque-α)(β-α)
α: sharing rate switching start value
β: sharing rate switching end value
α and β are set for each gear shift type
[0062] Here, if there are several engagement CL, the minimum value with the lowest engagement CL engagement
capacity is selected (SelectMin) from among the several engagements CL, to calculate the torque sharing rate. The
"engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end" information is obtained by converting the actual current to the
engagement CL to hydraulic pressure using the electric current/oil pressure characteristics, and further, converting to
an input end torque using the hydraulic pressure-torque characteristics (FIG. 6).
[0063] In step S7, following a determination in step S5 that there is one engagement CL, the CL2 torque sharing rate
(sharing rate) is set by the following calculation formula, then the process proceeds to step S8. 

Gain = (engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end / input torque-α)(β-α)
α: sharing rate switching start value
β: sharing rate switching end value
α and β are set for each gear shift type
[0064] Here, "α" is a sharing rate switching start value from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing
rate in an (engagement CL capacity / input torque) characteristic, which represents the degree of the shifting procedure
when the engagement CL is a frictional engagement element, as illustrated in FIG. 9. "β" is a sharing rate switching end
value from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in an (engagement CL capacity / input torque)
characteristic, which represents the degree of the shifting procedure when the engagement CL is a frictional engagement
element, as illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0065] These α and β may be set at values of about 0-2, and are set for each gear shift type, as illustrated in FIG. 8.
The memory capacity of α and β are configured to be reduced by grouping those with close values among the α and β
set for each gear shift type.
[0066] In step S8, following the setting of the CL2 torque sharing rate by any one step among step S2, step S4, step
S6, and step S7, whether or not an EV gear shift end or an engine start request is present is determined. In the case of
YES (EV gear shift end or engine start request present), the process proceeds to End, and in the case of NO (EV shifting
taking place and engine start request absent), the process returns to step S1.
[0067] Here, "EV gear shift end" is determined by a gear shift end flag being set at time te, as illustrated in FIG. 8.
Also, when an engine start request intervenes during EV shifting, a slip-engagement control of the second clutch CL2
that suppresses torque variation accompanying engine start is initiated, instead of the CL2 engagement capacity control.
[0068] Next, the effects are described. The "Effect to control the switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate," the "CL2
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engagement capacity control effect during a shift transition period when the CL2 torque sharing rate decreases," and
the "CL2 engagement capacity control effect during a shift transition period when the CL2 torque sharing rate increases"
will be separately described regarding the effects of the FR hybrid vehicle control device of the first embodiment.

[Effect to control the switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate]

[0069] In the first embodiment, as a CL2 torque sharing rate switching configuration, a configuration is employed in
which switching the CL2 torque sharing rate is delayed during a shift transition period from the start to the end of EV
shifting, until the start of the shifting procedure. Then, the CL2 torque sharing rate is continuously switched from the
current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with the degree of the shifting procedure
when the shifting procedure starts. The effect to control the switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate will be explained
below, separated into cases of "performing preprocessing," "engagement CL is a OWC," "there are several engagements
CL," and "there is a singular engagement CL," based on the flowchart illustrated in FIG. 7.
[0070] First, when the engagement CL, which is engaged during EV shifting, is performing preprocessing (executing
a pre-charge process), the flow: step S1 -> step S3 -> step S4 -> step S8 in the flowchart of FIG. 7 is repeated. That is,
in step S4, the gain is set to = 0 during preprocessing, from the gear shift start to when the engagement CL ends the
preprocess, and the current gear sharing rate of the current gear stage prior to shifting is maintained as the CL2 torque
sharing rate.
[0071] Next, when the preprocessing of the engagement CL, which is engaged during EV shifting, has been ended
but when in a gear shift pattern in which the engagement CL is a one-way clutch, the flow: step S1 -> step S2 -> step
S8 is repeated. That is, in step S2, from when the engagement CL ends the preprocessing until the gear ratio reaches
a sharing rate switching start threshold value α, the current gear sharing rate of the current gear stage prior to shifting
is maintained as the CL2 torque sharing rate, continuing from when performing preprocessing. Then, when the gear
ratio reaches the sharing rate switching start threshold value α, gain is calculated from the formula (gear ratio-α) (β-α)
until the sharing rate switching end value β, and the CL2 torque sharing rate that is continuously changed from the
current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with the degree of the shifting procedure is
calculated by the formula: current gear sharing rate + (subsequent gear sharing rate-current gear sharing rate) x gain.
Then, from when exceeding the sharing rate switching end value P to the gear shift end, the subsequent gear sharing
rate of the subsequent gear stage after shifting is maintained.
[0072] In this manner, the present embodiment is configured to use a gear ratio value, which is the ratio of the input
/ output rotational speed of the automatic transmission AT, as an index representing the degree of the shifting procedure,
when in a gear shift pattern in which the engagement CL is a one-way clutch. Therefore, when the engagement CL is
a one-way clutch and the engagement CL capacity cannot be calculated, the CL2 torque sharing rate is appropriately
calculated following changes in the gear ratio using a gear ratio value, which represents the degree of the shifting
procedure.
[0073] Next, when the preprocessing of the engagement CL, which is engaged during EV shifting, has been ended
but when in a gear shift pattern in which there are several engagements CL, the flow: step S1 -> step S3 -> step S5 ->
step S6 -> step S8 in the flowchart in FIG. 7 is repeated. That is, in step S6, from when the engagement CL with the
lowest engagement capacity is selected from several engagements CL, and the selected engagement CL ends the
preprocessing until the gear ratio reaches a sharing rate switching start threshold value α, the current gear sharing rate
of the current gear stage prior to shifting is maintained as the CL2 torque sharing rate, continuing from when performing
preprocessing. Then, when the gear ratio reaches the sharing rate switching start threshold value α, gain is calculated
from the formula: (engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end / input torque-α) (β-α) until the sharing rate
switching end value β; furthermore, the CL2 torque sharing rate that is continuously changed from the current gear
sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with the degree of the shifting procedure is calculated by
the formula: current gear sharing rate + (subsequent gear sharing rate-current gear sharing rate) x gain. Then, from
when exceeding the sharing rate switching end value β to the gear shift end, the subsequent gear sharing rate of the
subsequent gear stage after shifting is maintained as the CL2 torque sharing rate.
[0074] In this manner, when in a gear shift pattern in which there are several engagements CL, which are engaged
during EV shifting, the engagement CL with the lowest engagement capacity of the several engagements CL is configured
to be the target for calculating the CL2 torque sharing rate. That is, if the engagement CL with the highest engagement
capacity is set as the target for calculating the CL2 torque sharing rate, the CL2 torque sharing rate tends to increase,
and the CL2 capacity safety factor is increased. When this CL2 capacity safety factor is increased and an engine start
request intervenes, the CL2 slip-in time, until the second clutch CL2 starts to slip, becomes long. In contrast, if the
engagement CL with the lowest engagement capacity is set as the target for calculating the CL2 torque sharing rate,
the CL2 torque sharing rate is kept low, and when an engine start request intervenes during EV shifting, the CL2 slip-
in time becomes short.
[0075] Next, when the preprocessing of the engagement CL, which is engaged during EV shifting, has been ended
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and when in a gear shift pattern in which there is only one engagement CL, the flow: step S1 -> step S3 -> step S5 ->
step S7 -> step S8 in the flowchart in FIG. 7 is repeated. That is, in step S7, from when the engagement CL ends the
preprocessing until the gear ratio reaches a sharing rate switching start threshold value α, the current gear sharing rate
of the current gear stage prior to shifting is maintained as the CL2 torque sharing rate, continuing from when performing
preprocessing. Then, when the gear ratio reaches the sharing rate switching start threshold value α, gain is calculated
from the formula: (engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end / input torque-α) (β-α) until the sharing rate
switching end value β; furthermore, the CL2 torque sharing rate that is continuously changed from the current gear
sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with the degree of the shifting procedure is calculated by
the formula: current gear sharing rate + (subsequent gear sharing rate-current gear sharing rate) x gain. Then, from
when exceeding the sharing rate switching end value β to the gear shift end, the subsequent gear sharing rate of the
subsequent gear stage after shifting is maintained as the CL2 torque sharing rate.
[0076] In this manner, in step S7, a value obtained by dividing the engagement capacity of the engagement CL, which
is engaged during EV shifting (= engagement CL engagement capacity @ input end) by the input torque to the engagement
CL, is used as an index representing the degree of the shifting procedure, in the same way as in step S6. Then, the CL2
torque sharing rate for continuously switching from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate is
calculated. In other words, the continuous change from the torque sharing rate at the current gear stage allocated to the
engagement CL, which is engaged during EV shifting, to the torque sharing rate at the subsequent gear stage is used
as the index representing the degree of the shifting procedure. In the case of an electric vehicle comprising a motor as
a drive source, since the gear ratio can be matched by controlling the motor rotational speed, there are cases in which
the shifting procedure cannot be correctly read from the gear ratio. Therefore, by basically using the value of the torque
sharing rate allocated to the engagement CL as the index representing the degree of the shifting procedure, following
changes in the torque sharing rate allocated to the engagement CL, a CL2 torque sharing rate can be accurately calculated
as a torque sharing rate that compensates therefor.
[0077] In step S2, step S4, step S6 and step S7, the sharing rate switching start value α and the sharing rate switching
end value β from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate are configured to be set for each gear
shift type. Therefore, the required engagement capacity precision of the second clutch CL2 is ensured by appropriately
switching the CL2 torque sharing rate during a shift transition period, regardless of the gear shift type.

[CL2 engagement capacity control effect during a shift transition period when the CL2 torque sharing rate decreases]

[0078] As described above, the object is to ensure the required engagement capacity precision of the second clutch
CL2 by appropriately switching the CL2 torque sharing rate during a shift transition period. The CL2 engagement capacity
control effect during a shift transition period when the CL2 torque sharing rate decreases will be described below as a
specific example of ensuring the required precision, based on FIG. 10 and FIG. 11. An example of a gear shift pattern
in which the CL2 torque sharing rate is decreased is, for example, a 4 -> 5 upshift pattern in which the third clutch C3
is set as the second clutch CL2 before and after the gear shift, the first clutch C1 is set as the engagement element of
the gear shift, and the third brake B3 is set as the release element of the gear shift.
[0079] First, that which performs switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate as a trigger to start EV shifting shall be the
comparative example. In the case of this comparative example, as illustrated in the CL2 torque sharing rate characteristics
in FIG. 10, the CL2 torque sharing rate is switched from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate
(< current gear sharing rate) in a stepwise manner, at a gear shift start time t1. Then, the CL2 torque command (the part
that increases the engagement capacity during a shift transition period) rises with a steep gradient at the gear shift start
time t1, and decreases to the CL2 torque command prior to shifting in a stepwise manner at a gear shift end time te.
Therefore, the CL2 hydraulic pressure command, which is obtained by substituting the CL2 torque sharing rate and the
CL2 torque command into Formula (1) described above, becomes that in which the torque at a sharing rate of the
subsequent gear stage (N + 1 gear) has been subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion, from the gear shift start time
t1 to the gear shift end time te.
[0080] That is, by the CL2 torque sharing rate being lowered to the subsequent gear sharing rate from the gear shift
start time t1, the CL2 hydraulic pressure command is lowered by the amount by which the CL2 torque sharing rate has
been lowered, as illustrated by the solid line characteristics in the boundary indicated by arrow A in FIG. 10. For example,
when the dotted line characteristic indicated by arrow A in FIG. 10 is to be the target CL2 hydraulic pressure command,
the portion indicated by the hatching a will be the deficit portion of the CL2 hydraulic pressure command. Then, when
the engagement capacity by the CL2 hydraulic pressure command becomes lower than the input torque at that time,
there are cases in which the second clutch CL2 will slip unintentionally. Then, when the second clutch CL2 slips and
the inertia phase is determined from changes in the gear ratio on the shift control side, it is erroneously determined to
be an inertia phase at a time t1’ immediately after the gear shift start time t1. In this manner, if it is erroneously determined
to be an inertia phase at time t1’ when inertia phase determination should be done at time t5, the shifting pressure
command on the shift control side becomes a rapid engagement command or a rapid release command, exacerbating
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shift shock.
[0081] In contrast, in the case of the first embodiment, as illustrated in the CL2 torque sharing rate characteristics in
FIG. 11, the CL2 torque sharing rate is maintained at the current gear sharing rate from the gear shift start time t1 to the
pre-charge end time t2. Next, the current gear sharing rate continues to be maintained from the pre-charge end time t2
to the sharing rate switching start time t3 (the time when becoming the sharing rate switching start value α). Then, from
the sharing rate switching start time t3 to the sharing rate switching end time t4 (the time when becoming the sharing
rate switching end value β), it is switched to a ratio that is continuously decreased, from the current gear sharing rate to
a subsequent gear sharing rate. Next, after the sharing rate switching end time t4, the subsequent gear sharing rate is
maintained.
[0082] Then, the CL2 torque command (the part that increases the engagement capacity during a shift transition
period) rises with a steep gradient at the gear shift start time t1 in the same way as the comparative example, and
decreases to the CL2 torque command prior to shifting in a stepwise manner at the gear shift end time te. Therefore,
the CL2 hydraulic pressure command, which is obtained by substituting the CL2 torque sharing rate and the CL2 torque
command into Formula (1) described above, becomes that in which the torque at a sharing rate of the current gear stage
(N gear) has been subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion, from the gear shift start time t1 to the gear shift end time te.
[0083] That is, the CL2 torque sharing rate will not be lowered to the subsequent gear sharing rate from the gear shift
start time t1, as in the comparative example, and will be subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion at the current gear
sharing rate, from the gear shift start time t1 to sharing rate switching start time t3, as illustrated in the CL2 hydraulic
pressure command characteristic in FIG. 11. Then, from sharing rate switching start time t3 to sharing rate switching
end time t4, the CL2 torque sharing rate is lowered so as to connect to the subsequent gear sharing rate, and will be
subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion at a sharing rate of the subsequent gear stage (N + 1 gear) after sharing
rate switching end time t4.
[0084] In this way, by subjecting to hydraulic pressure conversion at the current gear sharing rate until the shift CL
engagement capacity has a predetermined engagement capacity of sharing rate switching start value α, the generation
of unintentional slip of the second clutch CL2 due to a lack of CL2 hydraulic pressure command can be prevented. Then,
by being able to prevent the generation of slip of the second clutch CL2, when determining the inertia phase from changes
in the gear ratio on the shift control side, the inertia phase can be determined at time t5 without erroneous determination.
As a result, the shifting pressure command on the shift control side will be an engagement command and a release
command that smoothly connect to the inertia phase; as a result, a good gear shift quality can be obtained.

[CL2 engagement capacity control effect during a shift transition period when the CL2 torque sharing rate increases]

[0085] The CL2 engagement capacity control effect during a shift transition period when the CL2 torque sharing rate
increases will be explained as a specific example of ensuring the required precision, based on FIG. 12 to FIG. 14. An
example of a gear shift pattern in which the CL2 torque sharing rate is increased is, for example, a 5 -> 4 downshift
pattern in which the third clutch C3 is set as the second clutch CL2 before and after the gear shift, third brake B3 is set
as the engagement element of the gear shift, and the first clutch C1 is set as the release element of the gear shift.
[0086] First, that which performs switching of the CL2 torque sharing rate as a trigger to start EV shifting shall be the
comparative example. In the case of this comparative example, as illustrated in the CL2 torque sharing rate characteristics
in FIG. 12, the CL2 torque sharing rate is switched from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate
(> current gear sharing rate) in a stepwise manner, at a gear shift start time t1. Then, the CL2 torque command (the part
that increases the engagement capacity during a shift transition period) rises with a steep gradient at the gear shift start
time t1, and decreases to the CL2 torque command prior to shifting in a stepwise manner at a gear shift end time te.
Therefore, the CL2 hydraulic pressure command, which is obtained by substituting the CL2 torque sharing rate and the
CL2 torque command into Formula (1) described above, becomes that in which the torque at a sharing rate of the
subsequent gear stage (N + 1 gear) has been subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion, from the gear shift start time
t1 to the gear shift end time te.
[0087] That is, by the CL2 torque sharing rate being lowered to the subsequent gear sharing rate from the gear shift
start time t1, the CL2 hydraulic pressure command is increased by the amount by which the CL2 torque sharing rate
has been increased, as illustrated by the solid line characteristics in the boundary indicated by arrow B in FIG. 12. For
example, when the dotted line characteristic indicated by arrow B in FIG. 12 is to be the target CL2 hydraulic pressure
command, the portion indicated by the hatching b will be the excess portion of the CL2 hydraulic pressure command.
Then, if the engagement capacity by the CL2 hydraulic pressure command is increased by the amount by which the
CL2 torque sharing rate has been increased, the CL2 capacity safety factor is increased. If this CL2 capacity safety
factor is high, when an engine start request intervenes during EV shifting and the second clutch CL2 is slip-engaged by
initiating an engine start, the slip-in time until the second clutch CL2 is in the slip-engaged state and the slip-in shock
become large. That is, if the CL2 capacity prior to the CL2 slip-in start is large, time is required for the CL2 capacity to
decrease; as a result, even when trying to slip the second clutch CL2 by increasing the torque of the motor/generator
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MG, the slip-in time becomes long, as illustrated in FIG. 13. This slip-in time is the time from the slip-in start time ts1 to
the slip-in determination time ts2. By the increase gradient of the MG torque and the decrease gradient of the CL2
capacity becoming large under slip-in control, changes in the longitudinal G at the slip-in time become large, and the
change width in this longitudinal G becomes the slip-in shock, as illustrated by the longitudinal G characteristic in FIG. 13.
[0088] In contrast, in the case of the first embodiment, as illustrated in the CL2 torque sharing rate characteristics in
FIG. 14, the CL2 torque sharing rate is maintained at the current gear sharing rate from the gear shift start time t1 to the
pre-charge end time t2. Next, the current gear sharing rate continues to be maintained from the pre-charge end time t2
to the sharing rate switching start time t3 (the time when becoming the sharing rate switching start value α). Then, from
the sharing rate switching start time t3 to the sharing rate switching end time t4 (the time when becoming the sharing
rate switching end value β), it is switched to a ratio that is continuously increased, from the current gear sharing rate to
a subsequent gear sharing rate. Next, after the sharing rate switching end time t4, the subsequent gear sharing rate is
maintained.
[0089] Then, the CL2 torque command (the part that increases the engagement capacity during a shift transition
period) rises with a steep gradient at the gear shift start time t1 in the same way as the comparative example, and
decreases to the CL2 torque command prior to shifting in a stepwise manner at the gear shift end time te. Therefore,
the CL2 hydraulic pressure command, which is obtained by substituting the CL2 torque sharing rate and the CL2 torque
command into Formula (1) described above, becomes that in which the torque at a sharing rate of the current gear stage
(N gear) has been subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion, from the gear shift start time t1 to the gear shift end time te.
[0090] That is, the CL2 torque sharing rate will not be raised to the subsequent gear sharing rate from the gear shift
start time t1, as in the comparative example, and will be subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion at the current gear
sharing rate, from the gear shift start time t1 to sharing rate switching start time t3, as illustrated in the CL2 hydraulic
pressure command characteristic in FIG. 14. Then, from sharing rate switching start time t3 to sharing rate switching
end time t4, the CL2 torque sharing rate is raised so as to connect to the subsequent gear sharing rate, and will be
subjected to hydraulic pressure conversion at a sharing rate of the subsequent gear stage (N + 1 gear) after sharing
rate switching end time t4.
[0091] In this way, by subjecting to hydraulic pressure conversion at the current gear sharing rate until the shift CL
engagement capacity has a predetermined engagement capacity of sharing rate switching start value α, the engine start
command CL2 hydraulic pressure command becoming excessive can be prevented. Then, when an engine start request
intervenes during EV shifting and the second clutch CL2 is slip-engaged by initiating an engine start, the slip-in time
until the second clutch CL2 is in a slip-engaged state and the slip-in shock become small. As a result, when an engine
start request intervenes during EV shifting, ensuring a response and preventing shock at engine start can be achieved.
[0092] Next, the effects are described.
[0093] The effects listed below can be obtained with the FR hybrid vehicle control device according to the first em-
bodiment.

(1) Comprises a motor (motor/generator MG) provided as a drive source;

an automatic transmission that is disposed between the motor and a driving wheel (left and right rear wheels
RL, RR) and comprises a plurality of shifting elements for switching a plurality of gear stages;
a shift control means (AT controller 7) configured to set the shifting element that is engaged during a gear shift
by the automatic transmission as an engagement element, and sets the shifting element that is released as a
release element, to execute a gear shift;
a frictional engagement element (second clutch CL2) that disposed in a power transmission path between the
motor (motor/generator MG) and the driving wheels (left and right rear wheels RL, RR), and that is fully engaged
or slip-engaged as an element other than a shifting element that is involved in the gear shift of the automatic
transmission;
a control means for switching the torque sharing rate (control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate,
FIG. 7) that delays switching the torque sharing rate, which is a sharing rate of transmission torque allocated
to the frictional engagement element (second clutch CL2) according to the engagement capacity, during a shift
transition period from the start of the gear shift to the end of the gear shift, until the start of the shifting procedure,
and continuously switches a current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with
the degree of the shifting procedure when the shifting procedure starts; and
an engagement capacity control means (torque/oil pressure command converter 72, oil pressure/electric current
command converter 73) for controlling the engagement capacity of the frictional engagement element (second
clutch CL2) during the shift transition period, in accordance with the switched torque sharing rate (FIG. 7).

Accordingly, the required engagement capacity precision of a frictional engagement element (second clutch CL2)
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can be ensured by appropriately switching a torque sharing rate during a shift transition period.
(2) The control means for switching the torque sharing rate (control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing
rate, FIG. 7) uses a value obtained by dividing the engagement capacity of the engagement element, which is
engaged during a gear shift, by the input torque to the engagement element (engagement CL torque capacity @
input end / input torque) as the index representing the degree of the shifting procedure, to calculate a torque sharing
rate for continuously switching from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate (FIG. 7).
Accordingly, in addition to the effect of (1), the shifting procedure can be correctly read even if the gear ratio is
matched by controlling the motor rotational speed during a gear shift.
(3) When in a gear shift pattern in which there are several engagements CL, which are engaged during EV shifting,
the control means for switching the torque sharing rate (control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing rate,
FIG. 7), sets the engagement element with the lowest engagement capacity of the plurality of engagement elements
to be the target for calculating the torque sharing rate (FIG. 7).
Accordingly, in addition to the effect of (2), the torque sharing rate can be appropriately switched without raising the
CL2 capacity safety factor.
(4) The control means for switching the torque sharing rate (control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing
rate, FIG. 7) uses a gear ratio value, which is the ratio of the input / output rotational speed of the automatic
transmission AT, as an index representing the degree of the shifting procedure, when in a gear shift pattern in which
the engagement element, which is engaged during a gear shift, is a one-way clutch, to calculate a torque sharing
rate for continuously switching from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate (FIG. 7).
Accordingly, in addition to the effects of (1)-(3), when in a gear shift pattern in which the engagement element is a
one-way clutch, the CL2 torque sharing rate can be continuously switched in accordance with the degree of the
shifting procedure.
(5) The control means for switching the torque sharing rate (control unit 71 for switching the CL2 torque sharing
rate, FIG. 7) sets the sharing rate switching start value α and the sharing rate switching end value β from the current
gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate for each gear shift type.
Accordingly, in addition to the effects of (1)-(4), the CL2 torque sharing rate can be appropriately switched regardless
of the gear shift type of the automatic transmission AT.
(6) The electric vehicle is a hybrid vehicle comprising an engine Eng and a motor (motor/generator MG) as a drive
source, wherein
the frictional engagement element (second clutch CL2) transitions to a slip-engagement control when an engine
start request intervenes during EV shifting (FIG. 14).
Accordingly, in addition to the effects of (1)-(5), when an engine start request intervenes during EV shifting, ensuring
response and preventing shock at engine start can be achieved.

[0094] The electric vehicle control device of the present invention was described above based on the first embodiment,
but specific configurations thereof are not limited to the first embodiment, and various modifications and additions to the
design can be made without departing from the scope of the invention according to each claim in the Claims.
[0095] In the first embodiment, an example was shown in which the shifting element in the automatic transmission AT
was diverted as the frictional engagement element, and the element selected from three engagement elements that are
engaged at each gear stage is set as the second clutch CL2. However, the frictional engagement element may be a
second clutch that is provided independently of the automatic transmission, such as a second clutch that is disposed
between the motor and the input shaft of the automatic transmission, or a second clutch that is disposed between the
output shaft of the automatic transmission and the driving wheels. In this case, all gear shift patterns will have an
engagement element for a gear shift, a release element for a gear shift, and a frictional engagement element (second
clutch).
[0096] In claim 1, an example was shown in which, when in a gear shift pattern in which there are several engagement
elements, which are engaged during a gear shift, the engagement element with the lowest engagement capacity of the
several engagement elements is set as the target for calculating the torque sharing rate, as the control means for
switching the torque sharing rate. However, the control means for switching the torque sharing rate may be an example
in which, when in a gear shift pattern in which there are several engagement elements which are engaged during a gear
shift, calculation is executed with all of the several engagement elements set as targets for calculating the torque sharing
rate, then using the torque sharing rate when all of the engagement elements satisfy the conditions.
[0097] In the first embodiment, an example was shown in which the electric vehicle control device of the present
invention is applied to a one-motor two-clutch FR hybrid vehicle. However, the control device of the present invention
may be applied, needless to say to one-motor two-clutch FF hybrid vehicles, but also to other than one-motor two-clutch,
for example, to parallel type hybrid vehicles comprising a power split mechanism. Also, the control device may be applied
to an electric vehicle, etc., comprising a stepped automatic transmission in the drive system.
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Cross-reference to related applications.

[0098] This application claims right of priority based on Japanese Patent Application No. 2013-030977 filed to the
Japan Patent Office on February 20, 2013, and the disclosures therein are entirely incorporated in the present Specifi-
cation by reference.

Claims

1. An electric vehicle control device characterized by comprising:

a motor provided as a drive source;
an automatic transmission disposed between the motor and a driving wheel and comprising a plurality of shifting
elements for switching a plurality of gear stages;
a shift control means configured to set the shifting element that is engaged during a gear shift by the automatic
transmission as an engagement element, and sets the shifting element that is released as a release element,
to execute the gear shift;
a frictional engagement element disposed in a power transmission path between the motor and the driving
wheel, and fully engaged or slip-engaged as an element other than a shifting element that is involved in the
gear shift of the automatic transmission;
a control means for switching a torque sharing rate that delays switching the torque sharing rate, which is a
sharing rate of transmission torque allocated to the frictional engagement element according to an engagement
capacity, during a shift transition period from start to end of the gear shift, until a start of a shifting procedure,
and continuously switches a current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate in accordance with a
degree of the shifting procedure when the shifting procedure starts; and
an engagement capacity control means for controlling the engagement capacity of the frictional engagement
element during the shift transition period, in accordance with the switched torque sharing rate.

2. The electric vehicle control device according to claim 1, wherein
the control means for switching the torque sharing rate uses a value obtained by dividing the engagement capacity
of the engagement element, which is engaged during the gear shift, by an input torque to the engagement element,
as an index representing the degree of a shifting procedure, to calculate a torque sharing rate for continuously
switching from the current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate.

3. The electric vehicle control device according to claim 2, wherein
when in a gear shift pattern in which there are several of the engagement elements, which are engaged during the
gear shift, the control means for switching the torque sharing rate sets the engagement element with a lowest
engagement capacity of the engagement elements as a target for calculating the torque sharing rate.

4. The electric vehicle control device according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the control means for switching the torque sharing rate uses a gear ratio value, which is a ratio of the input / output
rotational speed of the automatic transmission AT, as an index representing the degree of the shifting procedure,
when in a gear shift pattern in which the engagement element, which is engaged during the gear shift, is a one-way
clutch, to calculate a torque sharing rate for continuously switching from a current gear sharing rate to a subsequent
gear sharing rate.

5. The electric vehicle control device according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the control means for switching the torque sharing rate sets a sharing rate switching start value and a sharing rate
switching end value from a current gear sharing rate to a subsequent gear sharing rate for each gear shift type.

6. The electric vehicle control device according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the electric vehicle is a hybrid vehicle comprising an engine and the motor as a drive source, and
the frictional engagement element transitions to a slip-engagement control when an engine start request intervenes
during EV shifting.
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